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u My friend," cried Serlo, " you yourself will ere long feel it
and show it. I know too well how shocking such a mode of treat-
ing works is: perhaps it never was allowed on any theatre till
now. But where indeed was ever one so slighted as ours ? Authors
force us on this wretched clipping system, and the public tolerates
it. How many pieces have we, pray, which do not overstep the
measure of our numbers, of our decorations and theatrical ma-
chinery, of the proper time, of the fit alternation of dialogue, and
the physical strength of the actor ? And yet we are to play, and
play, and constantly give novelties. Ought we not to profit by
our privilege then, since we accomplish just as much by mutilated
works as by entire ones ? It is the public itself that grants the
privilege. Few Germans, perhaps few men of any modern nation,
have a proper sense of an aesthetic whole: they praise and blame
by passages; they are charmed by passages : and who has greater
reason to rejoice at this than actors, since the stage is ever but a
patched and piecework matter ?"
" Is !" cried Wilhelm; " but must it ever be so ? Must every-
thing that is continue ? Convince me not that you are right: for
no power on earth should force me to abide by any contract which
I had concluded with the grossest misconceptions."
Serlo gave a merry turn to the business; and persuaded Wil-
helm to review once more the many conversations they had had
together about Hamlet; and himself to invent some means of pro-
perly reforming the piece.
After a few days, which he had spent alone, our friend returned
with a cheerful look. "I am much mistaken/* cried he, "if 1 have
not now discovered how the whole is to be managed: nay, I am
convinced that Shakspeare himself would have arranged it so, had
not his mind been too exclusively directed to the ruling interest,
and perhaps misled by the novels, which furnished him with his
materials."
"Let us hear," said Serlo, placing himself with an air of solem-
nity upon the sofa; "I will listen calmly; but judge with rigour."
" I am not afraid of you," said Wilhelm; " only hear me. In
the composition of this play, after the most accurate investigation
and the most mature reflection, I distinguish two classes of objects.
The first are the grand internal relations of the persons and events,
the powerful effects which arise from the characters and proceed-
ings of the main figures: these, I hold, are individually excellent,
and the order in which they are presented cannot be improved*

